The Right to Travel: Intersection with the Right to Privacy and a Personal Liberty

The fundamental right to travel within the jurisdiction of the United States.

Thursday – Jan. 6, 2011
4:00 - 5:00 pm
Refreshments available at 3:30 pm

Location:
Transportation Center
Chambers Hall - Ruan Conference Center – Lower Level
600 Foster St., Evanston

Abstract: The right to travel within the jurisdiction of the United States of America is a fundamental right inherent in citizenship that cannot be abridged without the due process. It has existed since before the creation of the United States, and the U.S. Constitution and Supreme Court recognize and protect the right to interstate travel. The travel right entails privacy and citizens are free to travel interstate anonymously, without government interference. The imposition of official photo identification for travel, traveler watch-list prescreening programs, and intrusive screening methods pose unreasonable burdens on the right to travel. These undermine the citizens’ rights to travel and privacy. These regulations require citizens to relinquish one fundamental right to exercise another. The original conception of the travel right embodies the right as a broadly based one that encompasses all modes of travel. If any single mode is limited, then the right is abridged.
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